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Practice of Determining the Temperature of Individual Iarts of

Lunar Surface

* by

YuNe Chistyakov

This report contains preliminary results of measuring the temperature of indivi-

dual section of the lunar surface with a dimension of l.o5 X 1.'5. Observations

were carried out with the aid of a vacuum thermoelement with a sensitivity of lye. set

un in Newton focus of 138 of the reflector at the Abastumnsk Observatory. Analysis

was made by the *anzel method, scmewhat modified by the author. The amount of water

vapor determining the absorption of lanetary heat in the atmosphere, was calculated

in accordance with Hann formula governing absolute humidity at the surface of the Earth*

The following results have been obtaineds

1. Temperature of t.e subeolar point near full moon (phase angle + 17.2) equals

4000±30*K.

2. Temperature of seas is higher than the temperature of close by continents.

3. The ratio of radiometric albedo to the one visual for individual sections

is equal to such a ratio of albedo average over the disk*

The determination of temperature of upper layer of the lunar crust appears to be

an effective means of investigting its structure.lost ccmalete data on the

temperature of the lunar surface were obtained by Pettit and Nikol' skiy by thermoel-

octric measurements[l. 2].In the USSR the determinatio of temperature of individual

narrow zones of the lunar surface was undertaken for the first time at Pulkovc by

A.VMarkov and the author 3j with the ccoperation of ,.,Le.eltser. This report contains

results of measuring the temperature of surface sections, having angular dimensions

l15 x 1,'5. Such an investigation is of d,,uble interest. First of all, a study of

the change in surface terperature of sections, blongig to various frms of outlines
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and situated in a raw, but in different sections of the disk, may reveal the hetero-

geneity of their structure. On the other hmd, a comparison of temperatures, derived

by the optical method, ioeewith the aid of a thermoelement, and by radio methods will

enable to define more closely the magnitude of heat conduction and to compile a more

detailed chart of the structure of upper layers of the lunar cru t.

Unfortunately, because of unfavorable weather the author has not succeeded in

obtaining sufficiently larger observation material.Consequently the results have a

preliminary nature,

When computing the temperatures was employed a method, introduced by -enzel [4]

The idea of the methoc. lies in the following.Each section of the Moon is measured twi-

ces with water or glycerin filter and without same. When observing with filter from

the total energy a ream , coming from the Moon, is separated a part, due only to light

reflection. Deducting the valuecorrected for partial absorption in filterefrom the sum-

mary stream, it is possible to obtain a magnitude of the streamdue only to nt ural

thermal emiLsion. It can be calibrated in accordance with the magnitude of the refleo-

ted . stream, provided the solar constant and reflectivity of the Moon are known,

and they can be expressed in units of energy, or in temperaturese

Assuming for the i-section of the surface at a certain phase angle alpa A (CX)

the rejection of the galvnometer when observing without a filter, ieeorejection

due to sury flow.

71 (O.)- rejection when observing through filter, i.e. rejection, due to reflected

stream (bea), by partally weakened filter

r4) - passing by filter of reflected radiation,
refl

Then the rejection, due to totally reflected bess, will be equal to J, tc) L

t . and the .. _ rejection due to beam of thermal radiation

PO

We will designte these values , but liberated frcm absorption in the instrument

aud in the atmosphere, respectively it, efl n

FTD-T.T62..l5uWl. 2 2



It is appavent,, that.

where 1t (Oc) . thermal enaerg, emitted by i-poin T.i (a) - Ms temperetwee.

In role of a standard for calibration it Is possible to use any J-yu point, measured

at any given other phase angle &. 1er it

/jr (a') E 7P) ~or: AL

where i e  (Q&) - ener. reflected by J-polait To - temerature of absolutely black

body, emitting eiergg equal to solar constantl R-distasee to the &a. aseel Aj

albedo (brightness factrm); ' -grayness coefficiet 5pj(OC)-phs, fiunetiom.

The coefficient of wopertioinlity in ezwessions (2) and (3) is identical.ot

equals
ak(t),msga

where a is the sesitivity of the app rats at the initial moment to I k(t)- mlti-

plie, taking Into consideration the change in sensitivity in tima cms& - solid

angle. cut out by the reelving area of the theeelement.

Fra equatioms (2) and (3) for mamnts t and t and the phase angles corresponding

to them mad o we find
ril 1. (.) , W) kI-

Or taking into casiderat Lon that

. 17.... ((1')

where 1 (C) - passing by instrument and amolsphee of thermal radiationg j () -

the very sam valns for the reflected radiat:One, we will obtain
4

When C * and I * j term tran fcrm into an ordinary foul3a by bnusel

1 /(p A P) L, y!P (a),

where W,-=L#*. L
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This formula was used in the ombined operation of AVibrv w and the authorize

But calculation by formula (6) of temperature of amill sections at considerable

phase angles my lead to substantial arrors, sines the radistrio values A gl,
redA
i () fo individual sections are unknown. In case$ if the sensitivity of the

apparatus would be constant or there would be the possibility of controlling its L-

lative changes, it would be possible to obtain -v (CL) directly from observations, or

0)t

The values r fl (0 0 0) were measured close to full Noon,

At present tim the values of radimtrio albedo of individual points are un-

known. httit [3 determined only the mean albedo for the disk Aoad a O. ,
0 areIt can be asursmed, that radionmtric and visual albedo of poiat'"onnected with

mean values A. in the following mnners

A:*-

te ign desigunate# the mean albedo for the di*k. The value Avis for individual

points and the value Avis are listed for example . in the Sytinsks repert 1-53

Seetions eut aut by the receiving area of the thermeelement are heterogeneous.

they, as a rule, contain also sea and continental fo =tie . That is why the albode

of the section should be ealeulated by formula

Arad ~ ~ rd
rad "ea * S "aA~ o a ondt " _

whereby 8 a 8 ea 8 ontin.

oer*e 4 and redn - radimtric albedo of the sea and continent respectively,

%@a and , otni - areaas occupied by sea and continents

The d.n. A ;,, were found by formula (8) for pointaosituated within

limits of measured sections or near them, In order to reduce errors, originating at

such a method of determining 4a it is possible to introduce into forunla (4) in-

stead of individual values Ai and I i their mean value s

7T-?'-62-15WL4/l2 4



where n - total nunber of measured sectios,

FigolThermoelemaent in Newto foous 330 refleotrs

1-tharmoelmentl 2,adjustmnt ocular.

The graynss eoefficieno was accepts& as uniform for al sections and equalling

0.9. The final expression for Ti(O') will then acquire the farm of

" Y(o) qj

The observation material used in the experimeit, was obtained on a 230 reflector

of the Abastrnk observatory, As radiation receiver served a ompoenation thermo.

element (fig.l) with fluorite winde with a sensitivity of about 10 v/V set in Newton

focus of the reflooetor The thermoelemont was made at the laboratory of wao*BoPo

Kozyrev at LI.o It reociving areas had the form of squares with 007 m sides which

during the focusing of the inatumant at 1600 =e enabled to mark on the Image of the Moon

sections with a dimnaion of 1' .5 X 10,5.

The construction of the thermoelement assured reliable Jointing along the ole*-

ted section. The thermal curren* was registered with an V4.21/5 galvanometer, with a

FTDTT-62-1.514/14+2 5



senstiviy of 3 - 10"9 ma e Deviations of the plvanoeter were recorded an photo

papers

The filter - intended to separate the ref looted beau, represented a glase bulbe

filled with glycerin. Te thickness of each of the bulb wells - = thickness of

glycerin layer - 10 nk The filter van placed directly in front of the thermoelemost

(fige2). When the filter was introduced in the converging beam the focus of the instru-

sent was increased somewhat.efocusing and movemnt of the filter wore realized by

electrie notors.

The obeervations were carried out for a period of three nights in IMreh of 19.599

seenopaphi coordinates of the neastred seotions are given in table lo Their posi-

tims on the disk in shown. Ln fig*3o Directly from the observations were obtained the

values of rejects l'a .) and Further p"ooessing was doee ia accordance with

the theoary, explained above*

Fig*29 Gyeerin filterl 3-glcerin filter; Umoters for shifting

the filter and refocusing.

The mgniudes of passing the ref)eeed and thormal radlatems were obtaimed

in the following mnner. It is known, that passing into the IK same of the spectrim

is determined fully by the presence of strong water vapor abserption bandso If its

amount is definite , oegaccording to data of sound:ug the atmephre@ then the cal-

YTD-?zT-62.1511V12 6



eoatioa of absorption Is dLone on the bases of Ael' data J, by the peviofly, used

nitbwd[3]. However in Abastumani it was Impossible to deterle the amount of water

vapor in an experimental way. Consequently it becam necessary to use hunes mpiri-

eal formula. This formla binds the amount of water vapor in the colum of the atmo-

sphere over 1 c4 of terrestrial surface (so-called settled water) with absolute humidity

at the surfae. It has the form of

d =1,7.. ('0

where d - settled water, c. ew - absolute huldity. es.

On the days of obeservation d varied from 0*35 to 0.55 c. Since formula (10)

has a statistical semseone can doubt in the reality of thes fluctuations.

Fig*. .osition of measured sections on the Lunar disk*Numbers correspond
to numbers of sections, point debotes position of subsolar point.

FTD.TT.62-15WL*l2 7



Coesequently Owing the pocessing was adopted a mean value d 0.5 an for tive

night&. The error in detumining the final temperature valem vas calculated by us un-

der the assuMption, that the error d my reach 100%9

The passing eoefficiombfow reflected radiation were obtained on the basis of spoot-

tal coefficients of transpareney, measured by beulLf) at Nmnt Wilson, The aceptance

of his results is due to the fact, that the transparency coefficients few Abastumeni

, 9'] in the interal of wave lengths of 0.36 - 0.*3U and 0o53 - O.57U are close to
/ /

the Foul coefficients few the v ry same intervals Transparency coefficients in a

suck longer wave zone for Abastuemmi have Rot been detemned,

Asems in optics have been considered an the basis of passing curves of the flue-

rite and glycerin filter, obtained in the laboratory of B.P.ozmyrev. he reflection

coefficients of the mirors were accepted as equalling 0.95 for the long wave and

0085 fe the short wavs.

300j /'
00 ~

Figo4,Temperaturse distribution along intensity egatw,

1-25/26 inI 1959; 2-28/29 111 1959; 3- 31,, II/IV 1959

The value j.a 0.128 determined by formala (9) for twelve points, observed at

miniam phase angle, equal to 4 17,2. At such a phase angle the phase function plays

already an important role, that is why it mat be intreteed into expession (9).

mean value f1702) a 0.77, Ubd by Pttit C21. was used for the entire M .

Finally it can be assumed, that -k ) I, because the drop in sensitivity at

FTD-T-62-i51/j.28



the thermoelemM for the period of observation (7 das) is disregardo. littleo

After substitating the numerical values formula (9) acquired the form

T, 88°  (')

where combfa) inined passing by atmosphere and fluorite of thermal radlation*

Results of pocessing the observations are listed In table, Temperature distrib-

tion along the intensity equater are shown In flgo4o

The mean square error of absolute temperature value equals 1300, The internal

comrergee of the result Is alm t doubly higher, because it is affected only by
atm fl

the errors of measuring the regiostrogms and by the error of ngzltudef. (M!).

Table

Meat Position of setion Ota lambda TJD
a" 25126 - III 28/29- III 31-11-IV

64_ a - +17.2 -+S5, J -- 9r.1

Continent toward X from Sea
of Proftusio 7' 70 2 0 - -

S Sea of rofuion, - t /9 -J

, Continent toward 0 from iS al
Profusion .3 4,j ~
Co.inent i fran Giparok - z 'jc jj- j -

- I - -fro NKMO _j f_ -

Ociamus Foeellarn toW of
~*4 -4W2..___

7. Ocenus Procellarum between
_ e'_Xs r and hlemstA "1 - _,_720

coePam Procellarm itoween
-- ted and i m-- i - -- - ,,
**. Imnnt to north of Oevon _W __ -7_
,/,. He Iarium to M from Arhir , - -___ -

go~ of Clouds j 9
,/ 6Continent at Alp m .

The obtained results allow to draw the following conclusios*
the temperature

I* Within limits of errars of the subsolar point for phase o, a+ 17,2

coincides with its theoretical value of 3150, obtained by Pettit fer full Noon*

2e As is evident from comparing points 10, 11 and 12913 the temperature of the

seas is higher than the temperatures of the continents adjoining sans.

FTD-TT-62-5Wj/*29



In spite of the facts that the difference in temnaatunrs is less than 100 it Is

no doubt real. The fact is, the ratio of the sub-root . . expressiaa of fenrmla

(10) gives J1 ,, J

'map Psp, E-' . J:;uPo. ,P.

Pe

Sine at the tim of maturing tw adjacent points the atesphrio conditions do

not hange ubtntilys It cn be asumd that ? N.K 'T sea-

lik
For each pair of points aloculations give Ji " 0.93 ± 0.

ea
3. The latter indicates the correctness of equatio (8). It is apparent that

Having substituted here the values A from (8) we will obtain a mean value far

two pairs
=0,95 ± 0.,, .q)

which it in excellent confnLity with previous result. It means that the ratio af

visual and radiametric albedo of individual points is equal to the very same ratio

of average albedo along the disk.

The obtained results point toward the possibility of sufficiently reliably deter-

minin4 the temperature of individual sectione of lunar surface, by using the given

apparatus and method. To increase the accurac it Is necessary to kum positive q

the amount of settled water and have the possibility of controlling the sensitivity

of the apparatus. The obtaiment of larger volumes of observation material with con-

sideration of the above stated will allow to mke definite conclusions about the

structure of upper layers of the lunar crust*

In conclusion I consider it an obligation to exlress thanks to the director of

the Abastumank observatory for offering the possibility of obtaining observation

yT.'iT-62-15W1/2 10



uaseial,* tbanks to prof.B.P.KomyTov f~' the thez'mOOelemtg developed by hJA, and to

Dr of Phyuoifmth SO.A.y~ikw or hig supnigan over the scientitio tune tiofla

2, 1,Pttitl aNpj.81917,1935*
3, A.1.ibrkov Yu.N.Obiak@Y. Iz,.utiya GAO No.163*1960
A. D*ibaaelo AP*3.5865 1923e
.5. N,.XftiaxkayoqAatronaicheskiy Zhurnal 309 295, 1953
6. A.Ade1; C.Xamp3ad AP.J.91.481194O
7. 10Jovl, Ap.J*40, We5 1L914
a, Y yoKjfaaxdse, Bya11 teal Abastuu.Obmere:12,177, 1952.
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Indicatrices of Reflection of Individual Sections of the

X.amr Surfaee

by

N.PoBaabashov; T.I.Yeseroskly

BY applying the principle of optical reciprocity to data of a pbotometric as-

talop e of the lunar surface VeA*Fsdorets[2] obtained indicatrices of reflection of

individual sections of the lunar surface and a ecaparlson of same was made,

A graphic and convenienmt form of presenting the dependence of reflected properties

of surfaces appears to be a reflection indicatrixo

For the surface of the Moon the reflection indioatra was first derived by N*So

Crlova ), Fer this purpose NOS,Orlova used date of photcamtrio eataloques(223] on

the reflectivity of lunar details and flnally obtained indicatries for the reflection

of continents and seas, situated along the intensity equator, assuming, that for each

type of objects there is a photometric hmegemsty.

later NoP.farabashov and VoIe.(razha having applied principally the very same

methad have also formiulated indicatries of reflection for continents and seas, situ-

ated along the intensity equator.
a difference

In the above meationed experimnts were revealed/ , .. true, very insignli-

fican, in the form of continent and sea indietrices, which should be caused in turn

by a certain difference In microstructue, defining the reflection indieatriz.

It appears to be interesting to for ulate reflection indicatrices also of indi-

vidual secticns of the lunar surface (even if for single values of the angle of in-

cidenee)q situated not only near the intensity equator, but also over the enti:e lu-

nar disk, 7bese data should allow for a more definite comparison of reflective pro-

perties, and coasequently, also the microstruture of details of various morphologi-

cal types and situatei in various sections of the lunar disk

?1'D..T-62-l53.4/l+2 12



Par this eurpose were used data of the photcmtric catsloe of V.AoPedoretst23.

On processing consisted in the followingo

Tram the data- - available for each detail concerning the dependence of bright

wass upon, the phase angle alpha, angle of incidense and angle of reflection j were

selected only these vales, which could possibly envelop a greater range of angle of

incidence values I at e distingmishod by not more then ± 109 and smotimen even not

mowe than ± 00,5.

In order to take under consideration the difference in albedo, the brightness

veles were brought, in unison, to a value, corresponding to a nnimm value of the

phase angle (c. a 105).

Using the reciprocity principle introduced by Mnnaert[51 according to which

+ ) * eee [ we will obtain the interesting us dependence of the brightness

upon the angle of reflection at a fized value of the angle of incidence

CoMred will be sections, the selenopaphie longitudes of which are not too much

different and which are situated synmtrLeall: relative t6 the intensity equator.

If we were to introduce additionally the law of signs for reading the angles of reflec-

tion, then we Gould also comare sections 9 for which )a 6 1- 2 and fi 'v± T2'

This law consists in the following. If the value of the selenographic longitude

of the detail is included within the limits of the interval, enveloped by the seleno-

graphic longitudes of the Sun and hrth, and the incident and reflected ray lies as

if along vaXiGAs sides of the noemi, then a negative value is accepted. Otherwise,

when O% andt lie on one side froul, we consider the angle as positives Further-

more, it should be taken into consideration, that the min4m attainable value of the

angle of incidence, and after transformation of the reflection angle, it becomes

apperomlately equal to the selenographic longitude of the detail.

This rule was taken into consideration when plotting graphs figel-ll, on which

final data are presented. And so, to the left of *min are situated negative valuee

to the right of it - positive oneso

FTD-,Il'.62.i.l4/+2 13



On all graphs are given the numbers of details according to the catllopeer2]J their

DaoMs selonegraphis coordinates and values of the incidwo angle,

Unlimation of data given in fig.lmll lead to the following conclusions,

1. As a rul , the data of the compared sections close to each other, In any events

within limits of possible orrer, and their indleatricoes to coincide. This pertains

above all to sectios, whore brightness rises rapidly and reaches maximum values For

values of reflection angles ezeeding 40-500 in sections, sufficientlt removed

from. full Moo, there are smetiis noticeable disorepancies This my be due to the

difference in imcliztims of the effectiveo in the given interval of anglea, phase and

reflection angle of the reference surfaces, But the coincidence of indicatrices in

the soe of rajid ris and drop of brightness it should be due to the shade effeot

of the referenee-surfaoe of a ach higher magnitude. Attetion is attracted by the

close coincideae of indlatrice of details No 3%, 167 (continents) and NoO89, 160

(se), shown In figee

lmWessive are also data figo6, where are presented the margial sections (

1 60°)oIn this cae ec incide also the displaoenta of the brightness maximum with

respect to full Mons.

All the characteristics revealed during c aring the reflection indicatrices

of individual sections are supplemented and the previoualy made conclusions about

photometrie homogeneity of the lunar surface (6] are being developed.

2. The indicatriees of light rays and situated in line with the zones coincide al-

so in dotails, which confirm the Woviously made conoluson about the fact that

light rays acquire photometrie structue of these areas, in which---they are si-

tuatedo This can take place under a coodition , if the particles of the substanme of

light rays have dimensions considerably smller than miroellof Irregularitiesde-

tormining the indicatrix of surface reflections and are arranged over that surface

in a sufficiently thin layer.

FTD-TT-62-M51h]14 14



3. A nwhioable divergence in indicatrismis revealed when comparing (fig*lo)

the central part of the Clavius crator with inner and outer inc linatisms of its shaft.

The bighftesa of the shaft increases move rapidly, than the brightness of the central

Part of the orator* As is evident from figell, is also defined the Wood spot posessizigg

in entire visibility, a poster degree of dug up relative to the compa ed zones*

Som calculations for the Wrosent experimnt were mde by 0.Starodubtoevaq for which

I do express mW thanks.
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